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Nederland - Netherlands 2017 Michelin Hotels & Restaurants Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Enjoy the best of
hotels and restaurants Netherlands has to offer, from tiny bistros to luxury hotels, with MICHELIN
Netherland 2017! This year, 700 restaurants and 580 hotels have been selected for the constant quality of
their services. The Michelin Guide caters for individual tastes and budgets: from Bib Gourmand for an
affordable and enjoyable meal to pleasant places and starred restaurants for special occasions... You can also
choose a hotel in all confidence from cosy guesthouses to luxury hotels. The MICHELIN red Guide to
Netherlands 2016 will open your appetite with its short and inviting description for each venue. The
MICHELIN guides are the international reference for hotel and restaurant information and features: - A short
and lively description for each entry - Town and city plans showing the main places of interest and the all the
best places to eat and stay. - Practical information and tourist sights about main cities - Symbols illustrating
each establishment, categories of comfort, agreeable features, awards, facilities, services and prices.
MICHELIN Guides are adapted annually by the team of professional and anonymous Michelin inspectors to
guarantee the most reliable information. English and Dutch text.
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